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Methodology

• Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in   
Journalism

- Coded content daily from a sample of 
newspapers, network news, cable news, news 
and talk radio, and online news

- Samples are purposeful rather than representative
- Selection bias for important stories

• Brookings: coded content of all AP education wire stories
• Brookings: qualitative study of blogs and local newspapers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
specializes in using empirical methods to evaluate and study the performance of the press
The findings are based on an analysis of coverage of education in 57 different news outlets sampled as part of the ongoing
News Coverage Index produced by the Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism (PE J) . This report covers
a 9-month time period, from January through December of 2009,  and also includes a look backward at broad trends. The study includes small, medium and large market newspapers, network TV morning and evening news programs, cable television news, news and talk radio, and online news. It examined 551 education news stories. 

Brookings staff analyzed all 691 AP stories

Newspapers = 13 from large, medium, and small markets, e.g., NYTIMES, San Antonio Express News, Meadville (PA) Tribune
For newspapers, only coded articles than began on page 1; morning news shows first 30 minutes; cable news --  two 30 minute segments of daytime programming each day, rotating among the three networks; online top 5 stories




Newspapers Online Network TV Cable Radio

NY Times
Yahoo news ABC Good 

Morning America
CNN daytime NPR Morning Edition

Washington Post
MSNBC.com ABC World News 

Tonight
Situation Room Rush Limbaugh

Wall Street Journal NYTimes.com NBC Today Show Anderson Cooper 360 Ed Schultz

USA Today Google news NBC Nightly News Lou Dobbs Randi Rhodes

LA Times
washingtonpost.com CBS The Early 

Show
CNN Prime Time Michael Savage

Kansas City Star
cnn.com CBS Evening 

News
MSNBC daytime Sean Hannity

Pittsburgh Post- 
Gazette

aol news PBS Newshour Hardball ABC News 
Headlines

San Antonio 
Express-News

foxnews.com Rachel Maddow CBS News 
Headlines

San Jose Mercury 
News

USAtoday.com The Ed Show

Herald News abcnews.com Countdown

Anniston Star BBC News Fox News special

Spokesman-Review Reuters.com Fox News daytime

Meadville Tribune O'Reilly Factor

Fox Report with 
Shepard Smith

Hannity (TV)

Special Report w/ Bret 
Baier
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National News Coverage 2009
Government 
Economics 
Foreign (non-U.S.) 
U.S. Foreign affairs 
Health/Medicine 
Business 
Crime 
Campaign/Elections/Politics 
Domestic Terrorism 
U.S. Misc. 
Lifestyle 
Additional domestic affairs 
Celebrity/entertainment 
Race/Gender/Gay issues 
Disasters/accidents 
Court/Legal system 
Media 
Environment 
Science/Technology 
Sports 
Education 
Defense/military (domestic) 
Transportation 
Immigration 
Religion 

education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Education = 1.4%, in 21st place :  Health/medicine has roughly 8 times more coverage.  4.8% of GDP for education and 16% for health/medicine
Failure of Ed in 08 to garner much media attention for education in the campaign “They have a nice slogan. They have nice bumper stickers and pins. But it just hasn't risen to the level of a $60 million campaign." 
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Education by Topic 2009
school finance/budget cutbacks

politics in education

swine flu or health

economic stimulus package

other

education reform (general)

student financial aid

strip searches/privacy issues

human interest story

curricular reform

school testing or testing results

tuition

positive education messages

admissions

career prospects

special needs students

teacher pay/teacher shortages

dropout rates/graduation rates
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Presentation Notes
Topics left out of figure because less than 2% (of 1.2%) of stories (< 3 hundredths of a percent of national coverage) include
crime/bullying, technology in schools/online learning, charter schools, reports on education research
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Presentation Notes
There are more similarities than differences in coverage across sectors.  This graph represents areas of difference.  We see that cable tv is much more interested in the politics of education than the other sectors – imagine  Rachel Maddow or Bill O’Reilly discussing the President’s back to school speech.  Online is a bit more interested in education reform – imagine Jay Matthews at the Washington Post using his online blog to discuss the role of AP courses in school reform.  Network TV news loves swine flu.  I don’t guess any of us is surprised that network news pumps plagues and disasters.  Swine flu has nearly everything – threat of calamity, easily obtained footage of appealing mothers and children, a populist play against mismanagement by government and medical elites – if we only had a celebrity angle – surely Angelina Jolie is waiting on line somewhere.  Newspapers appear more likely to cover budget and finance issues than other sectors.  Maybe if the story is about numbers it is easier to cover in print than on tv or radio.
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Presentation Notes
We coded all AP stories about education whereas, remember, that the Journalism Excellence Project data are from the most prominent stories in a sample of media.   and  general mirrors other media, but differs in some categories – scandals and accidents not coded by PJE



Summary

• Education receives scant national media coverage as 
an important story

• Much education coverage has little to do with learning 
and instruction, e.g., flu, accidents, scandals, budgets

• There are differences across media sectors in focus, 
e.g., cable TV & politics; newspapers & finance

• Education research is missing in action
• New media is a sector with substantial innovation, but    
it is the wild west in terms of editorial standards and it 
serves niche markets  
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